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NETWORK PERMISSIONS

In today’s world, where corporate 
internal and regulatory investigations 
have become more of inevitability 

than risk, legal, compliance and IT 
professionals have a seemingly unending 
list of information worries. Cybersecurity, 
information governance, e-discovery, 
regulatory compliance and big data are 
only a handful of the buzzwords that relate 
to the growing and evolving challenges. 
These areas play different roles in many 
stages of investigation.

As a digital forensic investigator, one 
area of interest is how to evaluate network 
permissions during an investigation. This 
includes knowing what data specifi c people 
have access to, and understanding how to 
search for and collect data in relation to 
that access. In an investigation aimed at 
collecting evidence related to the activities 
of a person of interest, one important step 
may be identifying the fi le shares to which 
such person had access and gaining a clear 
picture of their overall network permissions. 
This allows investigators to gain a better 
understanding as to which information 
that person had access. 

The task of collecting group share data 
from servers has become considerable. 
In the interest of being complete, many 
times the entire share will be collected and 
processed. An alternative to collecting an 
entire group or departmental share is to 
identify the shared folders an individual 
custodian has access to, and proceed with 
collecting only those folders. Below is an 
outline of one method for doing this within 
Windows fi le shares.

Jim Scarazzo helps us to understand the steps to collect and evaluate 
folder access data to streamline complex E-Discovery efforts.

/ Security Identifiers (SIDs)
Each object, such as a user account or a 
fi le share, has a unique security identifi er, 
commonly known as a SID. The SID 
consists of a sequence of numbers that 
designate its revision number, followed 
by the security authority, followed by a 
domain identifi er, and fi nally a relative 
identifi er. As an example, consider a user 
name “test.user”. Running a query against 
Active Directory would result in something 
like the following:

In the above SID:

•  “S” indicates that the string is a 
security identifi er;

•  “1” is the version number;
•  “5” respects that the authority is NT 

Authority;
•  “21-2794032799-3750440318-

1696306719” identifi es the domain; and,
•  “1804” is the relative identifi er for the 

object.

With respect to a fi le server, each folder 
has a SID. In order to gain access to a 
network and its associated resources, a 
user must log on and be authenticated 
against the domain by entering an 
appropriate user name and password. If 
log on is successful, the user is provided 
an “access token”. This token contains a 
list of all of the resources to which the user 
has access. Corresponding to the user’s 

/ INTERMEDIATE

access token is an Access Control List 
(ACL) maintained by the shared folder. 

When a user attempts to access a 
particular resource (such as a fi le share) on 
the network, Windows checks the folder’s 
ACL to ensure (1) that the user’s token will 
allow access to the share; and (2) what level 
of access the user has. Since this token is 
generated upon successful log on of the 
user, an “off-line” examination of a specifi c 
user’s token is not possible. It is possible, 
however, to examine which objects would 
have access to a shared resource (folder) 
on the fi le server and compare the allowed 
SIDs to that of the user.

/ Security Groups 
 & Access Rights
Some of the diffi culty with this approach 
relates to best practices with respect 
to sharing resources on a network, 
specifi cally the use of security groups. 
Typically, individuals are added to one 
or more security group. These groups 
are in turn granted access to the various 
resources. In many instances, the 
groups in which a user is a member are 
also members of other security groups, 
which are also granted access to the 

Security Account (samid) Security Identifi er (SID) 

 test.user S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1804

/ MORE INFO
Learn about e-discovery best practices, 
innovation and how visual analytics 
increase effi ciency and reduce costs. 
http://www.ftitechnology.com/ringtail-
ediscovery-software

A guide to Windows Powershell Cmdlets, 
the foundation of Microsoft’s new 
command shell/scripting language. 
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/hh848794.aspx

IN AN INVESTIGATION AIMED AT COLLECTING 
EVIDENCE RELATED TO THE ACTIVITIES OF A 
PERSON OF INTEREST, ONE STEP MAY BE 
GAINING A CLEAR PICTURE OF THEIR OVERALL 
NETWORK PERMISSIONS.
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resources. By using groups, a network 
administrator can add or delete members, 
and thereby grant or remove access to a 
resource without the step of adding or 
deleting every user from every share. This 
method simplifi es access management 
as employees on-board and off-board, or 
change organizational positions.

There are generally three types 
of security groups: Universal, Global, 
and Domain Local. Strategies and best 
practices related to security group design 
are beyond the scope of this article; 
however there are numerous reasons that 
network administrators rely on security 
group nesting. Similarly, there is a wide 
range of nesting combinations that can be 
implemented depending on a company’s 
needs. Therefore, the initial step in 
enabling individual folder collection in an 
environment using security groups is a 
discussion with the Domain Administrator 
to learn how the security groups and 
permissions are implemented. 

As a general rule, users are added to 
Universal and Global groups, which are 
added to domain Local Groups, which are 
subsequently granted access to network 
resources.

Building on the earlier example, if a 
query, there are several scripting tools that 
can be used to run this query, which are 
noted at the end of this article, was run 
against Active Directory to identify all of 
the security groups to which “test.user” 
belongs, the following may result:

NETWORK PERMISSIONS

Security Account (samid) Security Identifi er (SID) 

 test.user S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1804

Group Name Group SID Scope

VPNUsers S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1177 Global

TeamGlobal S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1765 Global

Project Management S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1724 Global

All Staff S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1667 Universal

TeamLeads S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1125 Global

/ Getting A Leg-Up  
 On Investigations  
 To Defensibly  
 Meet Deadlines
Investigations can range widely, from 
whistle blower allegations, government 
inquiries and subpoenas, to corporate 
due diligence, potential Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act (“FCPA”) violations, 
and fi nancial fraud. 

Often, the only consistent requirements 
across investigations are short time 
frames and an urgent need to keep 
sensitive data secure. Add in any 
number of common variables, such as 
foreign and local data privacy laws to 
high data volumes, and corporations 
face signifi cant challenges executing 
internal investigations in a defensible 
manner. There are many approaches 
investigators can implement to tackle 
these challenges, including:

• On-site collection, processing and 
review by experienced internal teams 
or trusted third parties

• Visual and advanced analytics tools 
that provide deep insight into large 
data populations

• Standardized processes that can be 
“turned on” quickly, as soon as a 
matter arises, enabling early case 
assessment and minimizing 
disruption to the business 

• Special handling of sensitive 
documents, including proactive 
measures to safeguard critical 
information

• Caution and outside advising from 
experts around data privacy laws when 
an investigation crosses international 
borders
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With group nesting in mind, it is  
likely that some of the above Global and 
Universal groups are members of Domain 
Local Security groups; and the Domain 
Local groups have rights to the network 
resource. If another query were run on 
Active Directory for this information,  
the following would result: 

Group Name Group SID Scope Member of (Name) Parent Group SID

VPNUsers S-1-5-21-2794032799-
3750440318-1696306719-1177 Global   

TeamGlobal S-1-5-21-2794032799-
3750440318-1696306719-1765 Global TeamLocal S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-

1696306719-1766

Project Management S-1-5-21-2794032799-
3750440318-1696306719-1724 Global Project Management DL S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-

1696306719-1725

All Staff S-1-5-21-2794032799-
3750440318-1696306719-1667 Universal   

TeamLeads S-1-5-21-2794032799-
3750440318-1696306719-1125 Global TeamData S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-

1696306719-1130

Get-ACL “E:\Shares\<File Share>” |fl

Path : Microsoft.PowerShell.Core\FileSystem::E:\Shares\<File Share>
Owner : BUILTIN\Administrators
Group : <Domain>\Domain Users
Access : CREATOR OWNER Allow FullControl
 NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM Allow FullControl
 BUILTIN\Administrators Allow FullControl
 <Domain>\Domain Admins Allow FullControl
 <Domain>\Admin Allow FullControl
 <Domain>\TeamData Allow Modify, Synchronize
 <Domain>\RemoteData Allow Modify, Synchronize
Audit :
Sddl : O:BAG:DUD:PAI(A;OICIIO;FA;;;CO)(A;OICI;FA;;;SY)
(A;OICI;FA;;;BA)(A;OICI;FA;;;DA)(A;OICI;FA;;
;S-1-5-21-27940329-3750440318-1696306719-1112)(A;OICI;0x1301bf;;
;S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1130)(A;OICI;0x130

 f;;;S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-1696306719-1660)

/ Searching
A review of the table above shows that 
security groups TeamGlobal, Project 
Management and TeamLeads are members 
of the TeamLocal, Project Management DL 
and Team Data, respectively and suggests 
that access to network files share data is 
assigned to: TeamLocal, Project Management 
DL and TeamData. Although “VPNUsers” and 
“All Staff” certainly could be assigned access 
to network resources, the names suggest 
otherwise. This information would ideally 
be reviewed with a domain administrator 
for clarification. For the purposes of this 
discussion, the presumption is made that 
they are not used to define “test.user’s” 
access rights.

As demonstrated, searching for the 
security identifier of a user against a network 

share will most likely not produce any 
results, unless the user was explicitly added. 
Identification to network resources is most 
likely based on group access rights. Having 
identified the groups to which “test.user” 
belongs, and having identified the Domain 
Local groups that will be assigned access 
to network resources on behalf of “test.
user”, the next step is to determine (1) what 
recourses those groups can access; and (2) 
what rights those groups have been granted.

Every modern day Windows  
server operating system ships with the 
management tool “PowerShell”. Using 
the PowerShell CmdLet “Get-ACL” (Access 
Control List) one can obtain information 
regarding who or what groups have access 
to a folder and the level of access granted. 
For example:

CORPORATE INTERNAL AND REGULATORY 
INVESTIGATIONS HAVE BECOME MORE 
OF INEVITABILITY THAN RISK, AND LEGAL, 
COMPLIANCE AND IT PROFESSIONALS  
HAVE A SEEMINGLY UNENDING LIST OF 
INFORMATION WORRIES.

/ Dealing With   
 A Trade Secret  
 Or IP Theft   
 Investigation?
IP theft is another common trigger 
for investigations, and some key 
considerations apply. 

• The biggest threats come from within, 
and modern technology is benefitting 
the thieves. Access to a wide range of 
devices and data sources is making it 
increasingly easy for ill-intentioned 
employees to steal trade secrets.

• As exampled in this article, investigators 
that deeply understand technology 
advancements and the many ways data 
can be accessed and tracked will have 
the advantage over nefarious behaviour. 

• Data preservation is key to a defensible 
investigation. Preserving the integrity 
of the potentially compromised files 
should be a priority as it could impact a 
company’s options for future action.

• An investigation should be a business 
decision, with the company’s bigger 
picture interests at the core. For 
example, when a senior member leaves 
or if several employees all exit at the 
same time, the cost of a forensics expert 
may far outweigh the cost of uncertainty 
as to whether IP was taken. Conversely, 
when a new or low-level employee 
resigns, it may not be worth the trouble. 

• In most investigations, but especially 
IP theft matters, there are a myriad of 
complexities and challenges that will 
be presented. It is paramount that a 
highly experienced forensic investigator 
is in the driver’s seat, with a dedicated, 
knowledgeable team that can ensure 
nothing slips through the cracks. 
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Given that “test.user” has been 
determined to be a member of the Global 
Security Group “TeamLeads”, which in-turn 
was a member of the Domain Local Security 
Group “TeamData”, and that TeamData’s SID 
was: S-1-5-21-2794032799-3750440318-
1696306719-1130, the investigator can see 
from the ACL information of <File Share> 
that TeamData is allowed access to the share 
and has the right to “Modify” the content of 
that share. 

Additional work with PowerShell might 
result is a script similar to the Get-Access 
script shown at the end of this article. 
Running that script would show results 
similar to – Folder access for user  
test.user with TeamData:

Share Name Security Group Access Rights

E:\Shares\<Share 1>  <Domain>\ TeamData Modify, Synchronize

E:\Shares\<Share 2> <Domain>\ TeamData Modify, Synchronize

/ EXPERT TIP
While there are a number of offerings 
and processes on the market these 
days to assist with indexing, searching, 
and collecting group share data, these 
offerings are typically more time intensive. 
They require installation overhead and 
time to crawl through the shares to collect 
necessary metadata, often costing the 
overall project more time and money than 
the investigators have to spare. The ability 
to implement a defensible alternative can 
make a big impact to the overall budget 
and execution. 

For the purposes of this discussion, the 
scan only tested the upper level folders of 
the shared directory. Whether to examine 
subfolders must be based on discussions 
with IT and how the permissions are placed. 
For this test environment the “E:\Shares” 
folder contained approximately 458 GB of 
data. The identified shares totalled 256 GB 
so if “test.user” were a person of interest, 
considerably less data would need to be 
acquired based on these results.

/ Conclusion
The approach outlined above can  
save a lot of time in determining  
which documents should be collected 
in an investigation, and uncovering key 
evidence as quickly as possible. Given 
that document review is typically the most 
expensive and time consuming phase of 
a matter, reducing the total amount of 
data that is collected and subsequently 
reviewed can make a significant impact  
in the overall cost of an investigation, and 
the timeliness of finding the key facts that 
will help build and prove a case. The set 
of scripts and command lines included 
are provided for reference and should 
be tested in the specific environment of 
interest before being widely relied upon 
in an investigation.

/ Folder Access  
 Run Down
The following is a step-by-step 
summarized guide for investigating  
via network permissions data.

Both users and security groups are 
assigned SIDs. When a user logs onto 
a computer system, a security token 
is provided that designates to which 
resources a user has access. Typically 
a user is made a member of a security 
group and groups are assigned rights 
to network resources for ease of 
management, though access varies by 
user and type of data being accessed. 
This insight provides a detailed picture 
of a custodian’s overall activity on the 
network. Identification of user access is 
a three-step process involving:

• Identify the user in question’s group 
membership by evaluating the SID 
assigned to that user

• Determine if any of the user’s groups 
are members of other groups, and 
which ones by running a query on 
Active Directory

•  Finally determine to which folders 
the groups have access along with the 
level of access using Access Control 
List commands 

/ Leveraging   
 Visual Analytics  
 For A Holistic  
 Investigation
Investigators utilize many approaches 
in tandem to conduct a thorough 
investigation and make sure that 
no stone goes unturned within a 
corporation’s digital universe. 

Alongside approaches such as 
examining folder access to uncover 
important information, investigators 
need to gain a holistic picture of all of 
the relevant data in context. The most 
effective way of doing this is through the 
use of visual analytics, which provide a 
bird’s-eye view of the data and make it 
possible for investigators to drill-down 
into subsets of information to pinpoint 
key facts. Visual analytics tools can help 
investigators quickly identify important 
documents, custodians and timelines 
associated with any set of keywords or 
metadata and bring immediate focus 
and priority to collection, processing and 
review activities. They also allow teams 
to group conceptually similar documents 
into clusters, which is key when dealing 
with large data volumes. This makes it 
possible to quickly build a case, identify 
evidence and maintain efficient workflows 
across an entire team of reviewers. 
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Sa le erShell S ri t  r   a le ser er
<  his s ri t is r i e  as is a  r i r ati al r ses l
 he s ri t re ires three i t ara eters:
 ser is the a e  the ser ei  e a i e   r re ere e l
 t is the r t le el  the share t  e e a i e
 Gr  is the se rit  r  s ht
#>
---------    Create t ara eters    ----------------------

---
C let i i
ara

 ara eter a at r E
 Stri ser

 ara eter a at r E
 Stri t
 
 ara eter a at r E
 Stri Gr

--------------    E  t ara eters    --------------------
---

   Che  ea h share a  ret r  res lts    ---------------------
--

ti  Che A ess Stri Share  Stri at h
 A ess e tities  Get-ACL “ Share” A ess | Sele t 

e tit e ere e  FileS ste i hts
 rEa h  i  A ess e tities
  e tit e ere e  at h at h
 et r  “ Share t e tit e ere e t FileS ste i hts ”
 E
 }
 }
}

Clear- st

Get list  l ers el  t Share
F l ers  GC   ath t

   rite res lts t  h st
rite-h st “F l er a ess r ser ser  ith Gr ”
rite- st “Share a e tSe rit  Gr tA ess i hts”

F rEa h F l er i  F l ers
   et res lts r l er a  the r  t  he

 es lts  Che A ess F l er F ll a e Gr
 i es lts  e LL  rite- st es lts
} 

/ Scripts And Command   
 Line Directives
Command line query Active Directory  
for Group Membership; run on a  
Domain Controller

s er  ser sa i  test ser 
| s et ser e er  | sGet 
r  sa i  si   s e

This command line run on a domain 
controller queries the directory service  
for information about “test.user”.  

It pipes the information to dsGet to obtain 
the group membership of the user and 
then from the group membership data 
returned, pipes the information further to 
return the name of the group, its SID, and 
its scope. Similarly the command can be 
modified to determine if any of the global 
groups are members of a local domain 
security Group

s er  r  sa i  tea Lea s 
| sGet r  e er  | sGet 
r  sa i  si

/ MORE INFO
The links below provide an in-depth 
explanation of security descriptor string 
formats from Windows Dev Centre, as 
well as reference material explaining 
how security identifiers (SIDs) work. 
Readers will also find a detailed 
breakdown of the structure of SIDs,  
to understand when running queries  
in Active Directory. Investigators using 
the method described in this article  
must first understand the formats  
and structure of data within Windows:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/
en-us/library/windows/desktop/
aa379570(v=vs.85).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/cc778824(v=ws.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/cc962011.aspx
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